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CUTTING
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Cut (1)  moon from goldwool                          Cut (1) star from  darkgold wool                   Cut (1)  bowtie/knot from  purple wool

Cut (2)fence boards 1/4 inch x 31/4 inches from white wool         Cut (3)fence posts from white wool

Cut (1) of each pumpkin from orange wool for the stack pumpkin man

ASSEMBLY

Draw a  line 1/4 inch  in from the outer edges of your background  block (seam  line).   Transfer the  lines for the crazy quilt

stitching to the background with a water soluble  pen.   Transfer the "Happy Halloween" and the spider web to the

background  block usinga watersoluble  pen.    Placethefusible  battingtothe  blockandfuse  in  place.      Flystitch the

crazy quilt lines  using   P9.   Arrange applique  referring to the  block diagram.   Staple,  pin,  or glue  in  place.   Stem  stitch the
``Happy  Halloween"  using 8112.   Stem  stitch the spider web  using P4.   Tack stitch the star in  place  using P9.   Tack stitch

the fence  using  P4.  Tack stitch the  moon  using  P9.   Tack stitch the cat and  bow tie and  bats  using 8112.   Embroider

knots  using 526 for cat eyes.   Satin  stitch the cat nose  using P4.   Embroider straight  lines for whiskers and ear detail

using  P4.     Tack stitch the  pumpkin  man  using  168.   Stem  stitch arms  using 200.   Satin  stitch  a  pumpkin stem  using  199.

Back stitch tendrils  using 199  near the stem.   Satin  stitch the face and  ``buttons"  using  1.  Using a  running stitch,

embroider the  pumpkin  lines on the  mid and  bottom  pumpkin  man  sections.      Embroider  knots on the fly stitch  using

086.   I  did  not embroider knots on the  "Happy  Halloween"  side of the fly stitch  lines.   Embroider stars  randomly using

0154 in the cat section,  pumpkin  man section  and  "Halloween"  section.   Embroider random  knots  using 086  in the
``Halloween"  section.   Embroider straight lines in varying length  using 526 along the fence  posts.
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